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Principles
◆ NBB promotes ISO20022

◇ RAMSES is ISO20022 compliant since 2015:
- Participants can send/receive either ISO15022 (MT) or ISO20022 (MX)

- RAMSES translates MT into MX and MX into MT when addressing T2S which is “ISO20022 only”

◇ The NBB-SSS signed the ISO20022 Harmonisation charter by Dir. Jean Hilgers on 12/10/2016

◇ RAMSES ISO20022 messaging is published fully on SWIFT MyStandards since 2018

◆ Migration ISO20022

◇ Currently, only DCPs use ISO20022 but all Participants shall migrate

◇ Migration target date set at T2/T2S consolidation 11/2021 considering T2 big bang migration (no MT anymore afterwards)
and overlap between communities TARGET2-BE and NBB-SSS

◇ NBB-SSS User Committee agreed with a grace period agreed until 11/2023 (next ISO20022 version update in T2S)

◇ Translation MT/MX will be charged from 11/2020 at 5 ct and from 11/2021 at 10 ct
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Discussion on timing re-opened
◆ Participants are challenging the grace period of two years:

◇ Recent migration to RAMSES/T2S and many other projects

◇ Timing migration set by NBB-SSS is earlier than other MIs

◇ Eurosystem's Advisory Group on Market Infrastructures for Securities and Collateral (AMI-SeCo)
- Agreement for moving European financial markets to ISO20022 messaging for Collateral Management, Corporate Actions and Billing.

Securities settlement on T2S is already in ISO20022

- Roadmap for adopting ISO20022

- Collateral Management: by 11/2022

- Corporate Actions and Billing:

- Wave 1 = CSDs/NCBs must offer ISO20022 to Custodians by 11/2022

- Wave 2 = Custodians must offer ISO20022 to Clients by 11/2025

- The AMI-SeCo recommends to SWIFT:

- end the maintenance/equivalency period for ISO15022 and ISO20022 standards by 11/2025

- end their co-existence at the latest by 11/2028
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Considerations
◆ Some User Committee members request to re-open discussion on timing

◆ Payments and securities can be different back-offices at Participants, with different dynamics and budgets

◆ NBB-SSS plans to move faster than most or all other MIs and is the first CSD to impose ISO20022

◆ NBB-SSS cannot move while leaving Participants behind

◆ Target migration deadline can be extended and still stay within AMI-SeCo proposals for other services

◆ NBB-SSS is monitoring client readiness for ISO20022 migration:

◇ First reports by 1/2/2020, deadline extended towards 29/2/2020
• 50% answers received

• 15% of ICP volume planned to migrate by 11/2021

• Majority is analyzing the business impact, testing is yet to be confirmed

◇ awareness is critical for Participants, some Participants are starting to prepare, extending deadlines bears the risk of losing
momentum
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Proposal
◆ Discuss in User Committee meeting 2/3/2020

◆ Content:

◇ Acknowlegde the “considerations”

◇ Open the floor for UC members’ views and proposals: tour de table
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